Announcements

Did you know CEAT has virtual backgrounds?

This veterinary lab is the linchpin in one state’s coronavirus testing approach

Academics

Designing fire-proof clothing with technology of the future

OSU entrepreneurs present winning business plans

Incoming CEAT freshman to receive $60k scholarship
Academics

OSU College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology Celebrates the Class of 2020!

NFPA announces scholarship endowment for OSU FPSET students

Chemical engineering assistant professor announced as the recipient of the 2020 Ray W. Fahien award

Oklahoma State University Students Putting In OT Producing PPE

Architectural Engineering student received Thornton Tomasetti Scholarship
Research

Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering Dr. Yu Feng’s research on social distancing is published in the Journal of Aerosol Science

Oklahoma State University research team to join international coalition & study how coronavirus impacts the body

Dr. Ford Versypt’s lab works with international coalition to understand the novel coronavirus

Extension

Director of Fire Protection Publications elected to national advisory committee